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Without wearying the reader with details that. possess
interest only for geologists, I may be allowed to refer to

one part of the structure of these geyser mounds which is

not a little curious and puzzling-the want of sympathy
between closely adjacent vents. At the summit of a mound

the top of the subterranean column of boiling water can be

seen about a yard from the surface in a constant state of

commotion, while at the base of the mound, at a level thirty
or forty feet lower, lie quiet pools of steaming water, some

of them with a point of ebullition in their centre. There

can be no direct connection between these pipes. Their

independence is still more strikingly displayed at the time

of eruption, for while the geyser is spouting high into the

air these surrounding pools go on quietly boiling as before.

It is now generally acknowledged that the seat of eruptive

energy is in the underground pipe itself, each geyser having
its peculiarities of shape, depth, and temperature. But it

would appear also that at least above this seat of activity
there 'can be no communication even between contiguous
vents on the same geyser mound.

Another interesting feature of the locality is the tend

ency of each geyser to build up a cylinder of sinter round

its vent. A few of these are quite perfect, but in most

cases they are more or less broken down, as if they had been

blown out by occasional explosions of exceptional severity.

Usually there is only one cylindrical excrescence on a sinter

mound; but in some cases several may be seen with their

bases almost touching each other. As the force of the

geyser diminishes and its eruptions become less frequent
the funnel seems to get choked up with sinter, until in the

end the hollow cylinder becomes a more or less solid pillar.
Numerous eminences of this kind are to be seen throughout
the region. Their surfaces are white and crumbling. They
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